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The Escapers release first iPhone/iPod Touch game
Published on 09/15/08
The Escapers are proud to announce Super Chimp Surprise!, their addictive new puzzle game
for iPhone/iPod Touch. Super Chimp Surprise! leverages many features of the iPhone to make
the best gaming experience possible, and unlike some iPhone games, your progress is saved
if you switch applications. Super Chimp Surprise! uses cool sound effects and funky
graphics to make journeys to work a little less boring.
London, United Kingdom - The Escapers have released their first iPhone product, an
addictive and infuriating puzzle game, Super Chimp Surprise! Super Chimp Surprise! uses
cool sound effects and funky graphics to make journeys to work a little less boring.
Chimp! uses many features of the iPhone to make the best gaming experience possible, and
unlike some iPhone games, your progress is saved if you switch applications.
To play Super Chimp Surprise!, all you need to do is switch a tile with an adjacent tile,
to create sequences of 3 or more tiles. Sounds simple? Try it now and find out how tricky
it can be! Extra bonus points can be had for performing many matches at the same time, or
by matching 4, 5 or if you really try, 6 tiles.
Super Chimp Surprise! was created exclusively for the iPhone and iPod Touch, making full
use of it's full colour display, hardware graphics acceleration and amazing touch screen.
Sound effects can be quickly turned off without leaving your game if you don't want to
disturb others, and high scores are saved so you can gloat to others about your gaming
superiority.
S
The Escapers Website:
http://www.theescapers.com
Super Chimp Surprise!:
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=289939150&mt=8

With a commitment to providing the highest quality software, The Escapers was founded in
2007 by two brothers for the purpose of publishing personal productivity software
solutions expressly for the Mac platform, with a major emphasis on total customer
satisfaction. Copyright (C) 2007-2008 The Escapers. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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